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The intelligence quotient scores are on the stanford-binet scale. the scores listed are based on biographical data
(including school rankings, anecdotes, works written, etc.) from data up to 26 years of age (and corrected to
counter a regression towards the mean).Behavioural genetics, also referred to as behaviour genetics, is a field
of scientific research that uses genetic methods to investigate the nature and origins of individual differences
in behaviour.while the name "behavioural genetics" connotes a focus on genetic influences, the field broadly
investigates genetic and environmental influences, using research designs that allow removal of the The
german genius: europe's third renaissance, the second scientific revolution, and the twentieth century [peter
watson] on amazonm. *free* shipping on qualifying offers. the german genius is a virtuoso cultural history of
german ideas and influence, from 1750 to the present dayThis resource from abpi schools shows the link
between surface area and volume.Genius and madness: does one phenomenon cause the other—or do both
share a common underlying factor or mechanism? how are geniuses able to accomplish “creative fits”? the
author explores both questions.Study says brains of gay men and women are similar. brain scans provide
evidence that sexual orientation is biologicalAll animals have biological dysfunctions, genetic junk, signs of
evolutionary dead-ends and obscure morphologies (birds that can't fly, male nipples, etc) and countless other
little imperfections that belie the any idea that evolution 'knows' what it is doing.
Jstor is a digital library of academic journals, books, and primary sources.The primary purpose of the college
of inner awareness, metaphysical studies and spiritual studies is to train and educate prospective leaders for
metaphysical ministries and schools through distant-learning or on-campus training.Science in the news
opening the lines of communication between research scientists and the wider communityPersonal site of
author-editor pat mcnees, personal historian and medical historian, bringing a light touch to heavy subjects,
helping people and organizations tell their life stories.Electronic journal of human sexuality, volume 3, feb. 1,
2000 ejhs. child sexual development. loretta haroian, ph.d. editor's note: the late dr. haroian was a professor at
the institute for advanced study of human sexuality for many years.John hawks is in the middle of explaining
his research on human evolution when he drops a bombshell. running down a list of changes that have
occurred in our skeleton and skull since the stone age, the university of wisconsin anthropologist nonchalantly
adds, “and it’s also clear the brain has been shrinking.”
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